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Disclaimer
About these Slides
the following slides borrow a lot from the tutorial “Spatial
Multi-Agent Systems” held at the 18th European Agent Systems
Summer School (EASSS 2016)
original slides can be found at
http://www.slideshare.net/andreaomicini/spatial-multiagent-systems
developed with the help of Stefano Mariano and Mirko Viroli
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Space in Math & Logic
Humans & Space
Environment awareness, measure & modelling
For early humans
awareness of the surrounding environment as the premise to
self-awareness [Martelet, 1998]
measure and modelling of the environment as on of the premises to
goal-driven actions
Space & activity
For humans, space is a conceptual tool
to model the environment where we live
to organise resources and activities
and their dynamics as well
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Space in Math & Logic
Spatial Reasoning I
Representing space
the way in which we represent space mutually affects the way in
which we can reason about space
in some way not yet well understood, probably
for instance, [Li and Gleitman, 2002] and [Levinson et al., 2002] explicitly
express two clearly contrasting views on the matter
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Space in Math & Logic
Spatial Reasoning II
Reasoning on space
humans have their own ways to represent space, and to process
spatial information [Byrne and Johnson-Laird, 1989]
spatial reasoning is a feature of the intelligent process—humans are
not alone [Gentner, 2007, Haun et al., 2006]
human spatial reasoning is may be either qualitative or
quantitative—but is mostly approximated [Dutta, 1988]
! for a well-organised account of how humans (learn to) represent and
reason about space see [Clements and Battista, 1992]
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Space in Math & Logic Geometry
Geometry
Modelling space
Abstracting away from our perception of reality
basic geometric concepts (point, line, angle, circle, . . . )
basic geometric shapes (triangle, rectangle, trapezoid, . . . )
from Babylonians to Egyptians to Greeks
Babylonian astronomy
Greek geometry
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Space in Math & Logic Geometry
Euclidean Geometry
Axiomatic approach to geometry
Euclide’s Elements [Kline, 1972]
geometry [Aiello et al., 2012]
no longer seen “as a set of empirical observations and practical
methods for measuring distances, area of land, etc.”
instead conceived as “an abstract mathematical theory, which, while
rooted in the perceived reality, had nevertheless its own, absolute right
of existence and development”
representing space and reasoning on space through axioms, theorems,
proofs, . . .
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Space in Math & Logic Geometry
Geometry & Space beyond Human Perception
Modelling “imaginary” space
beyond Euclidean space
physical space may not satisfy Euclid’s fifth postulate (axiom)
non-euclidean geometry
Riemann (elliptic), Bolyai & Lobachevsky (hyperbolic), . . .
representing true physical space beyond our direct sensorial-cognitive
perception
[Aiello et al., 2012]
That discovery was an unsurpassed manifestation of the superiority
of the abstract, logical approach of mathematics over the empirical
approach underpinning the natural sciences, at least when it comes
to comprehending such fundamental physical concepts as space
and time.
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Space in Math & Logic Logics
From Euclid to Tarski [Aiello et al., 2012] I
Basic question
Morris Kline, Foreword [Russell, 1956]
What geometrical knowledge must be the logical starting point
for a science of space and must also be logically necessary to the
experience of any form of externality?
Axiomatic investigations of the foundations of geometry
axiomatic approach to geometry from Euclid to Peano
studying relationships between axiomatic systems & basic geometric
notions
(sound) axiomatic foundation for geometry by Hilbert [Hilbert, 1950]
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Space in Math & Logic Logics
From Euclid to Tarski [Aiello et al., 2012] II
Analytic method in geometry of space
Descartes’ coordinatisation of the Euclidean space
coordinate systems to solve purely geometric problems by using purely
algebraic methods
geometry as a study not of figures, but of transformations (Klein’s
Erlangen program [Balbiani et al., 2007]) preserving fundamental
geometrical properties
abstract algebraic foundation for geometry
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Space in Math & Logic Logics
From Euclid to Tarski [Aiello et al., 2012] III
Logical foundation of geometry
elementary geometry as first-order theory of Euclidean geometry
[Tarski, 1959]
elementary geometry can be developed axiomatically using just two
geometric relations—betweenness and equidistance
elementary geometry like field of reals via coordinatisation
completeness and decidability of the first-order theory of the field of
reals implies an explicit decision procedure for the elementary
geometry
(non efficient) algorithm for deciding the truth of any statement in
Euclidean geometry
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Space in Math & Logic Logics
Modal Logics
Non-classical logics
modelling, analysing, and reasoning about space with non-classical
logics
modal logics have proven to be particularly interesting, since
they can be more specific
they have better computational behaviour—very often decidable
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Space in Math & Logic Logics
Modal Logics of Topology I
Distance & metric
basic problem: distance
approach: notions of metric
Topology
neighbourhood as a generalisation of metric
from neighbourhood to topology [Singer and Thorpe, 1967]
“alongside algebra and geometry, topology became one of the
fundamental branches of contemporary mathematics” [Aiello et al., 2012]
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Space in Math & Logic Logics
Modal Logics of Topology II
Logic and topology
modal operators reinterpreted
 (necessarily) as the interior operator
♦ (possibly) as the closure operator of a topological space
S4 [Bull and Segerberg, 1984] is sound and complete with respect to
topological semantics [McKinsey and Tarski, 1944]
S4 is the modal logic of any Euclidean space
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Space in Math & Logic Logics
Mathematical Morphology [Aiello et al., 2012]
mathematical morphology (MM) analyses shape, spatial information,
image processing
any mathematical theory dealing with shapes can contribute to MM
modal morphologic from the similarity between the algebraic
properties of MM operators and of modal operators
efficient for spatial reasoning
to guide the exploration of space, in a focus of attention process, and
for recognition and interpretation tasks
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Space in Math & Logic Logics
Summary
we have math and logic tools to represent, analyse, and reason about
space
we can compute about space and its organisation with diverse levels
of efficiency
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Space in Computer Science Physical Space in Computational Systems
Distributed Systems: Recap
A new space for software components
physical distribution of computational systems
distribution of computational units, communication channels, data
local networks building the first virtual spaces
Internet and IP-based locations for first “global” virtual spaces
WWW as the first global space shared by agents and humans
a knowledge-intensive space
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Space in Computer Science Physical Space in Computational Systems
Middleware: Recap
Structured environments for software components
middleware as operating systems for distributed systems
software infrastructure giving structure to distributed environments
possibly supporting mobility [Fuggetta et al., 1998a]
EAI horizontal integration to build aggregated environments
Mapping logical distribution upon physical distribution
middleware
provides topological notions for distributed systems
maps logical distribution upon physical distribution
Jade [Bellifemine et al., 2007] provides agent programmers with the topological
notions of container and platform to represent locality for agents
! sometimes, however, physical distribution is what actually matters
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Space in Computer Science Physical Space in Computational Systems
Distributed Systems & Situated Computations
Situated distributed systems
physical distribution of computational systems is essential to cope
with the distributed nature of many working environments
. . . as well as with the need for situated computation
that is, computations occurring locally where either perception or
action are taking place
either elaborating on perception, driving action, or both
essentially, when system requirements mandate for situated
computations within a distributed physical environment, situated
distributed systems are the only way out
e.g., disaster recovery scenarios, environmental monitoring, crowd
steering, . . .
Internet of Things (IoT) just makes the need for situated
computation unescapable
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Space in Computer Science Physical Space in Computational Systems
Pervasive Systems: Recap
Physical space
pervasive systems emphasise the role of physical environment
physical distribution of computational systems to cope with the
distributed nature of physical application scenarios
a distributed pervasive system is
is part of our surroundings
generally lacks of a human administrative control
is typically unstable
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Space in Computer Science Physical Space in Computational Systems
Example: Home Systems
Systems built around. . .
. . . home networks
no way to ask people to act as a competent network / system
administrator
→ home systems should be self-configuring and self-maintaining in essence
. . . personal information
huge amount of heterogeneous personal information to be managed
coming from heterogeneous sources from inside and outside the home
system
. . . our personal, domestic space
resources and activities at home are logically organised around our
notion of domestic space
which home systems need to model, adapt to, and fruitfully exploit
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Space in Computer Science Physical Space in Computational Systems
Situatedness: Recap I
Situated action [Suchman, 1987]
(intelligent) actions are purposeful, and not abstract
“every course of action depends in essential ways upon its material
and social circumstances”
situatedness is in short the property of systems of being immersed in
their environment
that is, of being capable to perceive and produce environment
change, by suitably dealing with environment events
mobile, adaptive, and pervasive computing systems have emphasised
the key role of situatedness for nowadays computational systems
[Zambonelli et al., 2011]
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Space in Computer Science Physical Space in Computational Systems
Situatedness: Recap II
Situatedness & context-awareness
computational systems are more and more affected by their physical
nature
this is not due to a lack of abstraction: indeed, we are suitably
layering systems – including hardware and software layers –, where
separation between the different layers is clear and well defined
instead, this is mostly due to the increasingly complex requirements
for computational systems, which mandate for an ever-increasing
context-awareness [Baldauf et al., 2007]
defining the notion of context is a complex matter [Omicini, 2002], with
its boundaries typically blurred with the notion of environment, in
particular in the field of multi-agent systems (MAS) [Weyns et al., 2007]
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Space in Computer Science Physical Space in Computational Systems
Situatedness: Recap III
Context-awareness: environment
situatedness of computational systems – MAS in particular – requires
awareness of the environment where the systems are deployed and are
expected to work
computational systems and their components need to understand
their working environment, its nature, its structure, the resources it
makes available for use, the possible issues that may harm the
systems in any way
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Space in Computer Science Physical Space in Computational Systems
Situatedness: Recap IV
Context-awareness: space & time
in particular, mobile computing scenarios have made clear that
situatedness of computational systems nowadays requires at least
awareness of the spatio-temporal fabric
computational systems and their components need to know where it
is working, and when, in order to effectively perform its function
in its most general acceptation, then, any (working) environment for
nowadays non-trivial computational systems is first of all made of
space and time
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Space in Computer Science Physical Space in Computational Systems
Summary
distributed systems originate from physical distribution of
computation, communication, and data
middleware provides logical topology upon physical distribution
pervasive systems and IoT make situated computation a requirement,
and situated distributed systems the only viable approach
nowadays non-trivial computational systems needs to be space-aware
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Space in Computer Science Code Mobility
Moving Code
Sometimes passing data is not enough
sometimes we would like to change the place where the code is
executed—for load balancing, security, scalability, . . .
sometimes we do not like to separate the data from the code to be
executed on them (e.g., objects, agents)
→ then, passing data between processes is no longer enough
→ code should be passed
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Space in Computer Science Code Mobility
Reasons for Migrating Code
Process migration
traditionally, code is moved along with the whole computational
context
moving code is typically moving processes [Milojicic et al., 2000]
Why?
load balancing
minimising communication
optimising perceived performance
improving scalability
flexibility through dynamic configurability
improving fault tolerance
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Space in Computer Science Code Mobility
Understanding code mobility [Fuggetta et al., 1998b] I
There is much more than just moving code
what do we move along with a program?
execution status, pending signals, data, . . .
What is the essence of a process?
it has a set of actions to execute
it has a state
it works within an environment, a (computational) context
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Space in Computer Science Code Mobility
Understanding code mobility [Fuggetta et al., 1998b] II
A process model for code migration
a process can be thought as three segments
code segment the set of the executable instructions of the process
execution segment the store for the execution state of the
process—with private data, stack, program counter
resource segment the set of the references to the external resources
needed by the process—like files, printers, devices, other
processes, . . .
depending on which portion of a process is moved along with the
code, we can classify different types of code mobility
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Space in Computer Science Code Mobility
Weak Mobility
The bare minimum for code migration
only the code segment is transferred
possibly along with some initialisation data
Main idea
the code can be executed every time ex novo
so, we do not care about any computational context
or, maybe, the computational context we need is the target one
Main benefit
the only requirement is that the target machine can execute the code
→ weak mobility is very simple
it has no particular restrictions or further requirements to be
implemented
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Space in Computer Science Code Mobility
Strong Mobility
Moving execution context
the execution segment is transferred along with the code segment
Main benefit
a process can be stopped, moved, and then restart on another
machine
Requirements
strong mobility is very demanding
the technological environment – typically, the middleware – should
allow for it
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Space in Computer Science Code Mobility
Sender- vs. Receiver- Initiated Migration I
Sender-initiated migration
migration is initiated where the code resides / is being currently
executed
examples: search-bots, mobile agents
servers should know clients, and ensure security of resources
→ more complex interaction scheme
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Space in Computer Science Code Mobility
Sender- vs. Receiver- Initiated Migration II
Client-initiated migration
migration is initiated by the target machine, requiring a new
behaviour to be added
examples: Java Applets, JavaScript chunks
just a few resources on clients need to be secured
clients may also be anonymous
→ less complex interaction scheme
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Space in Computer Science Code Mobility
Separate vs. Target Process Execution
Weak mobility and execution of mobile code
in the case of weak mobility, one may execute the mobile code on
either the target process or a separate process
for instance, Java Applets are executed in the browser’s address space
→ no need for inter-process communication at the target machine
main problem: protection against malicious or buggy code execution
solution: assigning mobile code execution to a separated process
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Space in Computer Science Code Mobility
Cloning vs. Migrating
Strong mobility can be supported also by remote cloning
cloning yields an exact copy of the original process, executed on the
target machine
cloned process is executed in parallel to the original process, on
different machines
example: In UNIX, forking a child process and let it execute on a
remote machine
cloning is an alternative to migration
cloning in some sense improve distribution transparency, in that the
processes are transparently replicated on many different machines
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Space in Computer Science Code Mobility
Models for Code Migration
Alternatives for code migration [Tanenbaum and van Steen, 2007]
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Space in Computer Science Code Mobility
Migration and Local Resources
Migration and the resource segment
till now, we have only accounted for migration of the code and
execution segments
main problem: resources might not be as easy to move around as
code and variables
example: a huge database might in theory be moved across the
network, but in practice it will not
either references need to be updated, or resources need to be moved
Two issues
how does the resource segment refer to resources?
how does the resource relate with the hosting machine?
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Space in Computer Science Code Mobility
How does the resource segment refer to resources?
Process-to-resource binding
binding by identifier need of a resource with a given name—e.g., via an
URL, or a local ID
binding by value need of a resource based on its value—e.g., code libraries
binding by type need of a resource based on its type—typically, local
devices like printers, monitors, . . .
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Space in Computer Science Code Mobility
How does the resource relate with the hosting machine?
Resource-to-machine binding
unattached resources resources that can be easily moved between different
machines—like, files associated to the migrating code
fastened resources resources that can be moved, but at a cost—like, a
local database
fixed resources resources bounded to a specific machine—like, a monitor
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Space in Computer Science Code Mobility
Code Migration and Local Resources
Actions to be taken with respect to the references to local resources when
migrating code to another machine
[Tanenbaum and van Steen, 2007]
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Space in Computer Science Code Mobility
Summing Up
Code migration
code may move through distributed machines for a number of good
reasons
different types of code mobility are possible, depending on either the
application needs or the technology constraints
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Space in Computer Science Computing with Space
Computational Geometry [de Berg et al., 2000]
Computing with geometry to solve problems
using space to represent problems—either spatial or non spatial ones
using geometry to make them computable
using algorithms to compute solutions
Example
finding the nearest coffee shop in the campus here in Cesena
finding it for any point in the campus
dividing the campus in regions around each coffee shop, including all
the points for which each shop is the nearest one
how do we compute this?
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Space in Computer Science Computing with Space
Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
Computing with geography
representing geographic information
capturing / storing / checking / displaying data representing positions
on the Earth—maybe other planets, too, in the (near) future
→ the notion of space is clearly defined in GIS
more generally
A geographic information system is a computer-based system
that supports the study of natural and man-made phenomena
with an explicit location in space. To this end, the GIS allows
data entry, data manipulation, and production of interpretable
output that may provide new insights about the phenomena.
[Huisman and de By, 2009]
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Space in Computer Science Computing with Space
Virtual Reality (VR)
Activity in a virtual environments
artificial worlds—with artificial space
digitally-created, represented exclusively as computational
environments
where “real people” can actually perform sensorimotor and cognitive
activity
Definition [Fuchs et al., 2011]
Virtual reality is a scientific and technical domain that uses com-
puter science (1) and behavioural interfaces (2) to simulate in
a virtual world (3) the behaviour of 3D entities, which interact
in real time (4) with each other and with one or more users in
pseudo-natural immersion (5) via sensorimotor channels.
! here, interaction and immersion are the key concepts
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Space in Computer Science Computing with Space
Gaming
Virtual worlds for gaming
gaming is the most prominent application of virtual reality
e.g., Microsoft Kinect is one of the most well-known applications of VR
gaming platforms nowadays provide the means for building whole
virtual worlds
e.g., Unity3D, Unreal Engine
that can be explored from a wide range of diverse devices
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Space in Computer Science Physical Space meets Computational Space
Location-based Services (LBS)
Adding a virtual layer to physical space
LBS use information about the position of a
user / device to provide information,
entertainment, security
e.g., AroundMe, Pokemon Go
mixed reality is an old term possibly coming
back to use
yet, with an uncertain meaning
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Space in Computer Science Physical Space meets Computational Space
Augmented Reality (AR)
Integrating virtual and physical space
merging real-world information with context-sensitive digital content
in a meaningful way [Furht, 2011]
the point here is that the virtual and physical layers mutually affect
each other dynamically
gamification can easily lead to any sort of relevant
application—medical, civic, educational, touristic, . . .
e.g., GeoZombie [Prandi et al., 2016]—a step further (and before)
Poke´mon Go
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Space in Computer Science Spatial Computing
Altogether Now: Spatial Computing I
Whenever space cannot be abstracted away from computation
[Shekhar et al., 2016]
During the “Computing Media and Languages for Space-Oriented
Computation” workshop in Dagstuhl (http://www.dagstuhl.de/06361), three
classes of spatial systems were identified
distributed systems, where space is either a means or a
resource—a.k.a. intensive computing, or coping with space
situated systems, where location in space (and time) is essential for
computation—a.k.a. embedded in space
spatial systems, where space is fundamental to the application
problem, is explicitly represented and manipulated, and is essential to
express the result of a computation—a.k.a. representing space
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Space in Computer Science Spatial Computing
Altogether Now: Spatial Computing II
Spatial computers, spatial computing [Beal et al., 2011]
a spatial computer – or, spatial computing system – is a
computational system where (the logic of) space is essential in
representing the problem, define computation, and express the result
spatial computing is any form of computation where (the logic of)
space is relevant to express and perform computation
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Space in Computer Science Spatial Computing
Spatial Computing Languages (SCL)
Languages for spatial computing
Spatial Computing Languages (SCL)
were born to address the issue of bringing space into programming
languages
allowing programmers to explicitly deal with space-related aspects at
the language level
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Space in Computer Science Spatial Computing
Proto
Archetypical SCL example
Proto [Viroli et al., 2013]
is a purely functional language with a LISP-like syntax
uses a continuous space abstraction (the amorphous medium) to
model the notion of spatial computer
has mathematical operations on space-time as primitives
has programs specified in terms of geometric computations and
information flow on a topological space
Proto is a Domain-Specific Language (DSL) for representing the
description of aggregate device behaviour in a spatial computer
[Viroli et al., 2013]
it embeds the aggregate computing model [Beal et al., 2015] as an
original paradigm to organise spatial computations
it works as a sort of benchmark for SCL of any sort
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Space in Computer Science Spatial Computing
Expressiveness of SCL [Beal et al., 2011] I
The Abstract Device Model
In order to allow comparison between different SCL, the Abstract Device
Model (ADM) is defined in [Beal et al., 2013], working along three basic
criteria
communication region — the spatial “coverage” of the
communication—e.g., global vs. neighbourhood
communication granularity — the number of receivers—e.g., unicast vs.
multicast
code mobility — the relationships between the running code of different
devices
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Expressiveness of SCL [Beal et al., 2011] II
Types of space-time operations
Furthermore, three classes of operators are required in SCL in order to
achieve a kind of spatial Turing equivalence [Beal, 2010]
measure space — to translate spatial properties into computable
information—e.g. sensing GPS position
manipulate space — to translate back information into modifications of
spatial properties—e.g. starting a motion engine
compute (on) space — any kind of “spatial-pointwise” computation
A fourth class (physical evolution) looks more like an assumption about
the dynamics that a given program/device must/can consider—e.g. a
robot may move while a computation runs
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Expressiveness of SCL [Beal et al., 2011] III
The “T-Program”
As a reference benchmark to compare the expressiveness of different SCL,
the “T-Program” is proposed in [Beal et al., 2013] w.r.t. a set of independent
moveable devices
i cooperatively create a local coordinate system
ii move or grow devices into a T-shaped structure
iii determine its center of gravity, then draw a ring around it
SCL Requirements
Hence it requires all the three classes of operators afore-mentioned: stage
(i) requires measuring space capabilities; stage (ii) requires manipulating
space capabilities; stage (iii) requires both compute over space capabilities
and, again, measuring capabilities.
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Expressiveness of SCL [Beal et al., 2011] IV
Local coordinate system
Setting a local coordinate system basically amounts to
i choosing an origin node
ii making it spread a vector tuple to neighbours
iii (recursively) making them increment such a vector
iv forwarding it to neighbours
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Expressiveness of SCL [Beal et al., 2011] V
T-shaped structure
To arrange nodes (tuple centres) so as to form a T-shaped structure, it is
required to
i define spatial constraints representing the T
ii make every node move so as to satisfy them
Thus, the basic mechanism needed at the VM level is motion monitoring
and control
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Expressiveness of SCL [Beal et al., 2011] VI
Center of gravity
To first compute the focal point (FC) of the T-shape, then draw a sphere
around it, two basic mechanisms are needed, both similar to the
neighbourhood spreading previously shown
a bidirectional neighbourhood spreading to collect replies to sent
messages—allowing to aggregate all the node’s coordinates and count
them
a spherical multicast to draw the ring pattern
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Expressiveness of SCL [Beal et al., 2011] VII Organizing the Aggregate
Figure 5. The "T pn>gram " reference example exercise» the three main cia»se» of. ipace-time opera-
tions: measurement of»pate-time io orgam'ze iota) coordinates (a) and i ompuie the center o)' gnavity
(i), manipulation of spat e time to move devices into a'i'shaped strut iure (h), and pattern i omputution
to make a ring around ihe center of gravitv (c).
(a) (b) (c)
This siinple challenge will show how various
exemplary languages approach the three basic
categories of space-time operations in programs.
Meta-operations are not required, but we wil l
either illustrate or discuss them as well.
is that DSLs throughout these doinains are often
tom between addressing aggregate programming
with space-time operators and addressing other
domain-specific concerns, particularly so in the
four application domains surveyed.
To better enable an overall view of the field
and comparison of languages, wc have collected
the characteristics of the most significant DSLs or
classes of DSLs in three tables, as derived from
our analytic fiamework. Table 1 identifies the
general properties of the DSL, Table 2 identifies
the classes of space-time operations that each DSL
uses to raise its abstraction level from individual
devices toward aggregates, and Table 3 identifies
how each DSL abstracts dcviccs and communica-
tion. Note that for purposesof clarity,many of the
languages discussed are not listed in these tables,
only those that we feel are necessary in order to
understand the current range and capabilities of
spatial computing DSLs.
Amorphous Computing
Amorphous computing is thc study ofcomputing
systems composed of irregular arrangements of
vast numbers of unreliable, locally communicat-
ingsimplecomputational devices. Thc aim of this
research area is to deliberately weaken many of
SURVEY OF EXISTING
SPATIAL DSLS
W e now apply our analytic framework in a sur-
vey of spatial computing DSLs, organizing our
survey roughly by major domains. Note that the
boundaries of domains are somewhat fuzzy, and
in some cases wc have placed a language in onc
domain or another somewhat arbitrarily.
Wc begin with two domains where thc goals
are often explicitly spatial: ainorphous comput-
ing and biological modeling and design. We then
discuss the more general area of agent-based
models,followedby fourapplicationdomainsthat
are being driven towards an embraceof spatial ity
by the nature of their problems: wireless sensor
networks, pcrvasivc systems, swans> and modular
robotics, and paralleland rcconfigurablc comput-
ing. Finally, wc survey a fcw additional computing
formafisms that deal withspace explicitly. Athcmc
that we will see einerge throughout this discussion
444
[Beal et al., 2013]
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Other SCL and Issues I
a survey over SCL can be found in [Beal et al., 2013]
diverse classes of SCL are listed
amorphous computing
biological
agent-based
wireless sensor networks (WSN)
pervasive computing
swarm and modular robotics
and compared against the T-program
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Other SCL and Issues II
Main issue
the reference framework defined in [Beal et al., 2013] perfectly works in
terms of language expressiveness when focussing on spatial issues
many diverse sort of SCL languages can be analysed and compared
so, just to be clear, it is perfect to its purpose
however, we miss a general conceptual framework where all spatial
languages could fit altogether
so as to make it possible, for instance, where do they generally belong
in the engineering of complex software systems
e.g., TOTA [Mamei and Zambonelli, 2009] and Proto [Viroli et al., 2013]
cannot really stay in the same place
a more expressive conceptual framework for SCL – and spatial
computing in general – would be dearly needed
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Summary
spatial computing is a sort of “landscape framework” for the many
sorts of spatial computations and systems around
an already-long list of SCL are available, which can be analysed and
compared through the conceptual framework provided in
[Beal et al., 2013]
a more general framework for finding the right place for SCL in the
general-purpose SE process would be needed
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Next in Line. . .
1 Space in Math & Logic
2 Space in Computer Science
3 Agents in Space
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Agents in Space Agents
Focus on. . .
1 Space in Math & Logic
Geometry
Logics
2 Space in Computer Science
Physical Space in Computational Systems
Code Mobility
Computing with Space
Physical Space meets Computational Space
Spatial Computing
3 Agents in Space
Agents
Societies
Environment
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Agents as Autonomous Entities: Recap [Omicini et al., 2008] I
Agent
Agents are autonomous computational entities
genus agents are computational entities
differentia agents are autonomous, in that they encapsulate control
along with a criterion to govern it
Agents are autonomous
from autonomy, many other features stem
autonomous agents are interactive, social, proactive, and situated
they might have goals or tasks, or be reactive, intelligent, mobile
they live within MAS, and interact with other agents through
communication actions, and with the environment with pragmatical
actions
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Agents and Space I
Autonomy
autonomy is an essential feature for distributed systems
coupling of control is maybe the main potential problem in distributed
systems
uncoupling is required to prevent delays, deadlocks, faults
computational autonomy ensures uncoupling of control, since agents
encapsulate control
this is particularly clear in pervasive systems, where instability makes
autonomy an essential feature
→ spatial distribution mandates for autonomy
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Agents and Space II
Reactiveness to change
the ability to be sensitive to environment change is obviously the
generalisation of the reactiveness to spatial changes in the
surrounding of an agent
which might be change of
either the relative or absolute position / motion of the agent
the position / motion of resources in the surrounding
the structure of the spatial environment
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Agents and Space III
Situatedness
the property of an agent of being immersed within its surrounding
environment [Ferber and Mu¨ller, 1996]
is somehow a generalisation of reactiveness
is connected to context-awareness
is particularly relevant in term of spatio-temporal situatedness
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Agents and Space IV
Mobility
the ability of an agent of changing its own position within either
logical or physical space, by either software or physical agents
is particularly relevant since it is associated to autonomy—agents can
say “Go!” [Odell, 2002]
may require the ability to move autonomously, through e.g.,
sensorimotor actions
but may also be associated to agents hosted by mobile devices
may obviously benefit by any form of spatial representation and
reasoning
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Agents and Space V
Intelligence
! we do not discuss (artificial) intelligence here
however, intelligent agents are possibly the most suitable vessel for
spatial reasoning [Kray, 2001]—including
languages for spatial representation
logics for spatial reasoning
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Agents & Spatial Reasoning I
Spatial reasoning by cognitive agents
cognitive abilities of intelligent agents can be in principle exploited for
spatial reasoning [Dutta, 1988]
e.g., the ability to separately handle and properly use epistemic
knowledge is an obvious benefit when dealing with spatial information
diverse logics can be embedded into an agent architecture, so as to
provide for different ways to reason about space
fuzzy logic in [Dutta, 1988]
hybrid logic for common sense reasoning in [Bandini et al., 2007]
propositional logic in [Bennett, 1992]
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Agents & Spatial Reasoning II
Spatial reasoning by physical agents
actually, the most effective work on spatial reasoning till now comes
from robotics [de Berg et al., 2000]
robot teams [Moratz and Wallgru¨n, 2003]
robot swarms [Hamann, 2010]
robots as MAS [Williams and Sukhatme, 2012]
a huge flow of literature, including spatial self-organisation
[Zambonelli, 2004], robot coordination [Moratz and Wallgru¨n, 2003], etc.
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Focus on. . .
1 Space in Math & Logic
Geometry
Logics
2 Space in Computer Science
Physical Space in Computational Systems
Code Mobility
Computing with Space
Physical Space meets Computational Space
Spatial Computing
3 Agents in Space
Agents
Societies
Environment
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MAS: Basic Abstractions
Agents in MAS
agents live within an agent society
agents live immersed within an agent environment
Basic design abstractions for MAS [Weyns et al., 2007]
agents are the autonomous components of the systems, embodying
the designed activities
society is meant to model and govern the relationships among agents
environment models the either virtual or physical context where the
agents are situated, capturing both the effect of agent
activities and the unpredictable change brought about by
non-designed activities
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Society and Coordination
Agent society
autonomous agents encapsulate designed activities in a MAS
agents live within an agent society
an agent society models and governs mutual agent relationships
Interaction and coordination
when agent relationships are expressed in terms of mutual
dependencies, their govern is a matter of coordination
[Malone and Crowston, 1994]
coordination models and languages [Ciancarini et al., 2000] rule agent
interaction within agent societies and MAS
coordination abstractions – a.k.a. coordination media – model agent
societies, and govern agent social relationships by ruling their mutual
interaction
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Coordination Models for MAS: Recap I
Coordination model as a glue
A coordination model is the glue that binds separate activities into
an ensemble [Gelernter and Carriero, 1992]
Coordination model as an agent interaction framework
A coordination model provides a framework in which the inter-
action of active and independent entities called agents can be
expressed [Ciancarini, 1996]
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Coordination Models for MAS: Recap II
Issues for a coordination model
A coordination model should cover the issues of creation and de-
struction of agents, communication among agents, and spatial
distribution of agents, as well as synchronization and distribu-
tion of their actions over time [Ciancarini, 1996]
Examples
blackboard-based systems [Corkill, 1991]
Linda coordination model [Gelernter and Carriero, 1992, Gelernter, 1985]
. . . along with its many derivative, a.k.a. tuple-based coordination models
[Rossi et al., 2001, Omicini, 1999]
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Coordination Models for MAS: Recap III
The medium of coordination
“fills” the interaction space
enables / promotes / governs
the admissible / desirable /
required interactions among the
interacting entities
according to some coordination
laws
enacted by the behaviour of
the medium
defining the semantics of
coordination coordinables
coordination 
medium
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Coordination Models for MAS: Recap IV
Coordination: a meta-model [Ciancarini, 1996]
Which are the components of a coordination system?
coordination entities entities whose mutual interaction is ruled by the
model, also called the coordinables
coordination media abstractions enabling and ruling interaction among
coordinables
coordination laws laws ruling the observable behaviour of coordination
media and coordinables, and their interaction as well
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Coordination Models for MAS: Recap V
Example
For instance, in tuple-based coordination models
coordination entities are the agents interacting by exchanging tuples via
out, rd, in coordination primitives
coordination media are the tuple spaces where tuples are written (out),
read (rd), and consumed (in) by agents
coordination laws are the rules of model, such as
pattern matching between tuples and templates in rd
and in
suspensive semantics for no match
non-determinism for multiple matches
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Society and Space
Spatial dependencies
agent activities can be situated—first of all on their spatio-temporal
features
activities in a situated MAS are logically organised also based on space
→ agent activities may depend on each other on a spatial basis
Spatial coordination
dealing with spatial dependency between agent activities mandates for
spatial coordination
space-aware coordination models [Mariani and Omicini, 2013] are required
many remarkable examples have emerged in the last years
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GeoLinda I
two approaches to detect movement patterns
virtual ⇒ localisation and communication infrastructure creating a
virtual model of the physical world ⇒ people and mobile objects
regularly update their location
physical ⇒ coordination protocols between people and objects, both
carrying wireless devices with restricted communication range ⇒
movement detection based on discovery protocols, no global info
the physical approach can be implemented by distributed tuple spaces
⇒ tuples (dis)appearance based on overlapping of devices’
communication range (physical synchronization) ⇒ limited number of
movement patterns recognisable
no relative locations / directions—e.g., arriving from the left
detection precision depending on communication range—e.g., too big
⇒ coarse-grained detection
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GeoLinda II
GeoLinda [Pauty et al., 2007] associates a volume to each tuple (tuple’s
shape) and a volume to each reading operation(addressing
shape)—e.g., sphere, cylinder, cone, box, sector, and point
a reading operation is released when the shape of a matching tuple
intersects with the addressing shape of the operation
the programmer defines a tuple’s shape relatively to the location and
the orientation of the device which publishes this tuple
similarly, he defines the addressing shape of a reading operation
relatively to the location and orientation of the device which executes
this operation
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Lime I
Lime (Linda in a Mobile Environment) [Murphy et al., 2006] deals with
both physical and logical mobility
physical mobility involves the movement of mobile hosts
logical mobility is concerned with the movement of mobile
agents—processes able to migrate from host to host while preserving
code and state
coordination takes place through transiently shared tuple spaces, that
ties together physical and logical mobility
movement, logical or physical, results in implicit changes of the tuple
space accessible to the individual components
the system, not the application, is responsible for managing movement
and the tuple space restructuring associated with connectivity changes
tuple spaces are permanently bound to mobile agents and mobile
hosts
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Lime II
transient sharing dynamically re-computes the set of locally accessible
tuples in such a way that, for each mobile agent, the content of its
local space gives the appearance of having been merged with those of
the other mobile agents which are currently co-located
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TOTA I
Tuples On The Air (TOTA) [Mamei and Zambonelli, 2009] is a middleware
and programming model for supporting adaptive context-aware
activities in pervasive and mobile computing scenarios
the key idea in TOTA is to rely on spatially distributed tuples,
propagated across a network on the basis of application-specific rules
a tuple can be “injected” into the network from any node and, after
cloning itself, can diffuse across the network according to
tuple-specific propagation rules
once a tuple is spread over the network, it can be perceived as a
single distributed data structure that we call a tuple field – made up
by all the tuples created during the propagation of the injected tuple
– to draw an analogy with physical fields (e.g., gravitational), which
have different values (in TOTA, tuples) at different points in space
(in TOTA, network nodes)
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TOTA II
the middleware takes care of propagating the tuples and adapting
their values in response to the dynamic changes that can (possibly)
occur in the network topology
TOTA assumes the presence of a peer-to-peer network of possibly
mobile nodes, each running a local instance of the TOTA middleware
each TOTA node holds references to a limited set of neighbour nodes
and can communicate directly only with them
the structure of the network, as determined by the neighbourhood
relations, is automatically maintained and updated by the nodes to
support dynamic changes, either due to nodes’ mobility or to their
birth/death
TOTA tuples can be defined at the application level and are
characterized by a content C, a propagation rule P, and a
maintenance rule M, hence T = (C, P, M)
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TOTA III
content C an ordered set of typed elements representing the information
carried on by the tuple
propagation rule P determines how the tuple should be distributed across
the network; propagation typically consists in a tuple (i)
cloning itself, (ii) being stored in the local tuple space, then
(iii) moving to neighbour nodes: however, different kinds of
propagation rules can determine the “scope” of the tuple –
e.g., the distance at which such tuple should be propagated,
the spatial direction of propagation, etc. – and how such
propagation can be affected by the presence or the absence of
other tuples in the system; in addition, the propagation rule
can determine how the tuple’s content C should change
during propagation
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TOTA IV
maintenance rule M determines how a tuple should react to events occurring
in the environment—including flow of time; on the one hand,
maintenance rules can preserve the proper spatial structure of
tuple field despite network dynamics—thanks to TOTA
middleware constantly monitoring the network local topology
and the income of new tuples, eventually re-propagating
tuples; on the other hand, tuples can be made time-aware,
e.g., to support temporary tuples or tuples that slowly
“evaporate”—in the spirit of pheromones [Parunak, 1997]
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SAPERE I
SAPERE (Self-aware Pervasive Service Ecosystems)
[Zambonelli et al., 2015] is a EU STREP Project founded within the EU
7FP—FP7-ICT-2009.8.5: Self-awareness in Autonomic Systems
SAPERE considers modelling and architecting a pervasive service
environment as a non-layered spatial substrate – made up of
networked SAPERE nodes – laid above the actual network
infrastructure
such substrate embeds the basic “laws of nature” (Eco-Laws in
SAPERE terminology) that rule the activities of the system
any individual (e.g., devices, users, software services) has an
associated semantic representation inside the ecosystem called Live
Semantic Annotation (LSA)
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SAPERE II
LSAs are semantic annotations expressing information with same
expressiveness as standard frameworks like RDF, whose abstract
syntax is i : [p1 = v1, . . . , pn = vn] where i is the unique
(ecosystem-wide) LSA identifier, pi is the name of a property, and vi
is the associated value (any atomic or structured data)—pi need not
be different, as some property can be multi-valued
an LSA pattern P should be initially understood as an LSA which
may have some variable (written inside a pair of curly brackets) in
place of one (or more) values – similar to a Linda template – and an
LSA L is said to match the pattern P if there exists a substitution of
variables to values that applied to P gives L—differently from Linda,
the matching mechanism here is semantic and fuzzy
eco-laws define the basic policies to rule sorts of virtual chemical
reactions among LSAs
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SAPERE III
an eco-law is of the kind P1 + . . . + Pn
r−→ P ′1 + . . . + P ′m where: (i)
the left-hand side (reagents) specifies patterns that should match the
LSAs L1, . . . , Ln to be extracted from the space; (ii) the right-hand
side (products) specifies patterns of LSAs which are accordingly to be
inserted back in the space; and (iii) rate expression r is a numerical
positive value indicating the average frequency at which the eco-law is
to be fired
as far as topology is concerned, the framework imposes that an
eco-law applies to LSAs belonging to the same space, and constrains
products to be inserted in that space or in a neighbouring one (to
realise space-space interaction)
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Spatial Tuples
Spatial Tuples [Ricci et al., 2016] is an extension of the basic tuple-based
model for distributed multi-agent system coordination, where
tuples are (conceptually) placed in the physical world and possibly
move
tuples have both a location and an extension
the behaviour of coordination primitives may depend on the spatial
properties of the coordinating agents
the tuple space can be conceived as a virtual layer augmenting
physical reality, provided that
physical reality is enriched by digital information situated in some
physical position
visually-augmented reality is perceived by human users by means of
specific devices, such as smart-glasses, head-mounted-display, or even
smartphones
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Spatial ReSpecT: Recap I
Goal of Spatial ReSpecT [Mariani and Omicini, 2013]
Understanding the basic mechanisms of spatial coordination is a
fundamental issue for coordination models and languages in order to
govern situated interaction in the spatio-temporal fabric
devising out
the fundamental abstractions
the basic mechanisms
the linguistic constructs
required to generally enable and promote space-aware coordination
defining their embodiment in terms of
the tuple centre coordination medium [Omicini and Denti, 2001]
the ReSpecT coordination language
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Spatial ReSpecT: Recap II
Requirements of spatial coordination
Spatial coordination requires
spatial situatedness
spatial awareness
of the coordination media; this translates in a number of technical
requirements
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Spatial ReSpecT: Recap III
Situatedness
A space-aware coordination abstraction should at any time be associated
to an absolute positioning, both physical and virtual
In fact
software abstractions may move along a virtual space – typically, the
network – which is usually discrete
whereas physical devices move through a physical space, which is
mostly continuous
However, software abstractions may also be hosted by mobile physical
devices, thus share their motion.
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Spatial ReSpecT: Recap IV
Awareness
The position of the coordination medium should be available to the
coordination laws it contains in order to make them capable of reasoning
about space—so, to implement space-aware coordination laws
Also, space has to be embedded into the working cycle of the coordination
medium
a spatial event should be generated within a coordination medium,
conceptually corresponding to changes in space
then, such events should be captured by the coordination medium,
and used to activate space-aware coordination laws
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Spatial ReSpecT: Recap V
Tuple centres as general-purpose coordination abstractions
technically, a tuple centre is a programmable tuple space, i.e., a tuple
space whose behaviour in response to (coordination) events can be
programmed so as to specify and enact any coordination policy
[Omicini and Denti, 2001, Omicini, 2007]
tuple centres can then be thought as general-purpose coordination
abstractions, which can be suitably forged to provide specific
coordination services
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Spatial ReSpecT: Recap VI
Space-aware tuple centres
the location of a space-aware tuple centre is obtained through the
notion of current place
i.e., the absolute position of the computational device where the
coordination medium is running, or the domain name of node hosting
the tuple centre
motion is conceptually represented by two sorts of spatial events:
leaving from a starting place
stopping at an arrival place
in any sort of space / place
analogously to (coordination) operation and time events, it is possible
to specify reactions triggered by spatial events—spatial reactions
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Spatial ReSpecT: Recap VII
Space-aware coordination policies
As a result, space-aware coordination policies can be encapsulated in a
spatial tuple centre, which
can be programmed to react to motion in either a physical or a virtual
space
so as to enforce space-aware coordination policies
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Summary
agent societies are a basic brick for MAS modelling and engineering,
including spatial aspects
coordination models can be used to build agent societies
coordination abstractions needs to include spatial concerns, so as to
be capable of expressing spatial coordination policies ruling agent
societies
many coordination models nowadays deals with space in order to
manage the complexity of systems such as pervasive intelligent
systems
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Agents in Space Environment
Focus on. . .
1 Space in Math & Logic
Geometry
Logics
2 Space in Computer Science
Physical Space in Computational Systems
Code Mobility
Computing with Space
Physical Space meets Computational Space
Spatial Computing
3 Agents in Space
Agents
Societies
Environment
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Agents in Space Environment
MAS Basic Abstractions: Recap
Agents in MAS
agents live within an agent society
agents live immersed within an agent environment
Basic design abstractions for MAS [Weyns et al., 2007]
agents are the autonomous components of the systems, embodying
the designed activities
society is meant to model and govern the relationships among agents
environment models the either virtual or physical context where the
agents are situated, capturing both the effect of agent
activities and the unpredictable change brought about by
non-designed activities
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Agents in Space Environment
Environment in MAS I
Environment as a first-class abstraction [Weyns et al., 2007]
environment should be handled as an explicit part of MAS
environment in MAS is a first-class abstraction with two roles
providing the surrounding conditions for agents to exist—supporting
agent life and activity
providing an exploitable design abstraction for building MAS
applications
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Agents in Space Environment
Environment in MAS II
Middleware and infrastructure
environment abstractions [Viroli et al., 2007]
provide agents with services useful for achieving individual and social
goals
are supported by some underlying software infrastructure managing
their creation and exploitation
→ modelling and engineering MAS environment based on agent
middleware and infrastructure
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Agents in Space Environment
Environment in MAS III
Environment, middleware, and space
environment for situated MAS means first of all space-time
situatedness of agents, societies, and MAS as a whole
→ environment abstractions as provided by MAS middleware should deal
with space
! coordination abstractions are middleware abstractions: most of the
aforementioned coordination models (should) have an implementation
provided via coordination middleware
? how do actually existing MAS middleware deal with spatial notions?
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Agents in Space Environment
MAS Middleware and Space: Examples I
Jade [Bellifemine et al., 2007]
Jade provides a distributed agent platform—where “distributed”
means that a single (logical) Jade system can be split among
different networked hosts
the platform is FIPA compliant [Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents, 2005]
it supports intra-platform agent (strong) mobility
it is composed by one (main) or more containers—one for each
physical hosts of the platform
each container provides a complete runtime environment for Jade
agents execution—lifecycle management, message passing facilities,
etc.
→ logical notion of locality and topology are provided via containers and
platforms, with containers mapping on to physical distribution of hosts
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MAS Middleware and Space: Examples II
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MAS Middleware and Space: Examples III
TuCSoN [Omicini and Zambonelli, 1999]
TuCSoN exploits spatial tuple centres [Mariani and Omicini, 2013] as
middleware abstractions for spatial coordination
tuple centres are associated to a TuCSoN node, the basic brick of
TuCSoN topology
agent invocations of coordination primitive can be either local –
towards the node tuple centres – or global—towards any tuple centre
in the network
TuCSoN agents and environment resources interact with MAS
through boundary artefacts [Mariani and Omicini, 2015], which are
the architectural components representing agents as well as
environmental resources within the MAS
in charge of associating agents and resources with spatial information
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MAS Middleware and Space: Examples IV
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MAS Middleware and Space: Examples V
CArtAgO [Omicini and Zambonelli, 1999]
CArtAgO [Ricci et al., 2007] is a Java-based framework and infrastructure
based on the A&A (agents & artefacts) meta-model [Omicini et al., 2008]
A&A
introduces artefacts as the tools [Nardi, 1996] that agents use to enhance
their own capabilities, for achieving their own goals [Omicini et al., 2006]
artefacts can be used to (computationally) represent any kind of
environmental resource within a MAS in a uniform way—from sensors
to actuators, from databases to legacy OO applications, from
real-world objects to virtual blackboards
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MAS Middleware and Space: Examples VI
CArtAgO architecture
CArtAgO main architectural components are
artefacts are the basic bricks in the A&A meta-model, then the basic bricks in the
CArtAgO framework, too; they work as the tools for MAS designers to
properly model and implement the portion of the environment agents can
control/should deal with
workspaces play the role of the topological containers for agents and artefacts,
representing the agent working environments: since every agent and every
artefact are always associated with a workspace, workspaces can be used to
define the scope of event generation/perception for agents and artefacts
agent bodies are the architectural components enabling agent interaction with
artefacts—thus, in the very end, situatedness, at least from the individual
agent viewpoint
observable events are defined by programmers, and are generated in response to specific
operation invocations as well as observable states to monitor
changes—including environment ones
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MAS Middleware and Space: Examples VII
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Agents in Space Environment
Summary
agent environment is a basic brick for MAS modelling and
engineering, including spatial aspects
agent middleware is meant to provide agents and MAS programmers
with the abstractions and tools to model and engineer complex
systems with spatial features
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Conclusion
Overall Summary
math and logic tools to represent, analyse, and reason about space
computing about space and its organisation
different types of code mobility are possible
spatial computing as a framework for spatial computations and
systems
MAS may provide a more general framework for spatial computing
agent environment as a basic brick for MAS spatial aspects
agent middleware as a source for the abstractions and tools to model
and engineer complex systems with spatial features
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